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THE PROBLEM & THE RESOLUTION
Manual processes, lengthy delivery cycles for critical business initiatives, and technology barriers 
hinder the speed with which the insurance industry conducts business. Carriers interact with 
managing general agents, third-party administrators, and other outside partners, but exchanging 
data with them often proves problematic due to connectivity problems with back-end systems. 
Problems like these slow the pace and achievable level of business results, but they don’t have to 
any more. 

Adeptia Insurance Accelerators directly address carriers’ need for more immediate, more cost-
efficient results. Adeptia’s Accelerators speed up processes, reduce costs, reduce time to market, 
open the door to web services, and adapt to changing business scenarios with minimal IT 
intervention. Pre-built with industry standards and sitting atop Adeptia’s BPM and Integration 
technology, they bring success faster and easier to carriers facing competitive pressures but 
constrained by legacy systems, limited IT resources and complex business processes..

PARTNER INTEGRATION ACCELERATOR DELIVERS 
BUSINESS VALUE
Carriers depend on a variety of external partners. Whether it’s credit reporting, sharing data with 
statistical data organizations, or sharing information with third party administrators, the smooth 
flow of information is essential to insurance business processes. Attaining connectivity for crucial 
data exchanges improves a carrier’s operations and leads to better underwriting decisions.

Partner Integration Accelerator does just that. In unison with Adeptia Business Process 
Management Server or Adeptia Integration Server or Data Transformation Server, it helps carriers 
integrate data between their back-end systems and external partners such as TPAs, MGAs,  
and bureaus.

Adeptia’s Partner Integration Accelerator works outside firewalls to give carriers the connectivity 
that helps reduce costs by automating data transfers between them and their external partners. 
It improves data quality by eliminating data re-keying, improves underwriting decisions, and in 
general elevates operational efficiencies, thanks to Partner Integration’s features and benefits, 
and the good news is you can implement it quickly & easily, up to 75 percent faster than  
custom coding.

PARTNER INTEGRATION ACCELERATOR:
•  Overcomes barriers to information sharing
•  Improves access to accurate and timely information
•  Improves decision-making
•  Improves reporting

Partner Integration Accelerator comes with process templates for sharing information between 
systems and partners. Pre-built connectors for prevalent back-end systems integrate commonly 
used insurance systems. Partner Integration Accelerator complements software technologies, 
products, and platforms. Use Partner Integration Accelerator to achieve better data exchanges for 
personal or commercial, single or multiple line of insurance business.

ACCELERATORS’ BUSINESS BENEFITS
• FAST: Rapid implementation and go to market
• EASY: Collaborative and code-free for business & IT
•  SCALEABLE: Start small and grow organically

FEATURES AT A GLANCE
• Process sharing templates
• Back-end connectors
• Code free approachs

BUSINESS VALUE AT A GLANCE
• Faster access to timely information
• Reduce costs by automating data transfer
• Better reporting
• Better met regulatory requirements
• Improves SOX compliance
• Consolidated view of data
• Reusable approach for future integrations
• Eliminate manual/duplicate data entry
• Achieve data accuracy/integrity
• Better decision-making
•  Improved underwriting decisions by accessing data from 

credit report agencies and statistical data organizations etc.
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ADEPTIA ACCELERATOR  
IMPLEMENTATION ADVANTAGES
Flexible Pricing, Speedy Implementation,  
Faster Deployment,  Low Risk

ACCELERATOR BREAKTHROUGH:
Business units can now write process solutions collaboratively 
with IT in a fraction of the time custom coding requires.  
Adeptia’s groundbreaking technology lets business and  
technical users collaborate to create much-needed business 
processes. Solutions to business problems result quickly  
and efficiently.

ADEPTIA INSURANCE ACCELERATORS
Business Process Management for Insurance • Agency 
Carrier Interface • Insurance Carrier Portal • Insurance 
Systems Integration • Partner Integration


